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By David Conover, Philip J Riley

BEARMANOR MEDIA, United States, 2011. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 284 x 216 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This latest addition to Philip J Riley s
Alternate History of Classic Filmonsters series is a collaborative effort with fellow film historian
David Conover that delves into one of the most famous unproduced motion pictures of all time,
Merian C. Cooper s legendary WAR EAGLES! Planned as a full Technicolor production at MGM in the
late 1930s, WAR EAGLES would have eclipsed Cooper and long-time SFX partner Willis O Brien s KING
KONG as the greatest fantasy epic of the period had it not fallen victim to pre-war studio politics
and the rise of Hitler s Third Reich on the eve of World War II. Long considered a lost film effort,
Conover s research has actually uncovered a richly detailed pre-production history, complete with
never-before -published artwork, storyboards, test footage frames and more, direct from studio
archives and the estates of technicians and artists who actually worked on the film. Also included is
the full, never-published final draft of WAR EAGLES by Cyril Hume (screenwriter of MGM s Tarzan
series and the sci-fi masterpiece FORBIDDEN PLANET) along...
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Completely essential go through book. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to read yet again yet again later on. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Edwa r do Roha n III--  Edwa r do Roha n III

This pdf can be well worth a read, and much better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your daily life span will
probably be transform when you full looking over this book.
-- Roxa nne Stehr-- Roxa nne Stehr
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